Navigation requires coordination of egocentric and allocentric spatial reference frames and may involve vectorial computations relative to landmarks. Creation of a representation of target heading relative to landmarks could be accomplished from neurons that encode the conjunction of egocentric landmark bearings with allocentric head direction. Landmark vector representations could then be created by combining these cells with distance encoding cells. Landmark vector cells have been identified in rodent hippocampus. Given remembered vectors at goal locations, it would be possible to use such cells to compute trajectories to hidden goals. To look for the first stage in this process, we assessed parietal cortical neural activity as a function of egocentric cue light location and allocentric head direction in rats running a random sequence to light locations around a circular platform. We identified cells that exhibit the predicted egocentric-byallocentric conjunctive characteristics and anticipate orienting toward the goal.
Introduction
Experimental and theoretical work suggests that animals might use vector-based computations to navigate to hidden goals (Collett et al., 1986; Cheng, 1988; Gallistel, 1990) . Such computations require storage of vectors defining the direction and distance between a landmark and a current location, which may become a future goal. proposed that hippocampal neurons, which form an ensemble code for location (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993) , also encode the bearing and distance of environmental landmarks, an idea supported by the observations that "place" cells can be controlled by the location of visual cues (Gothard et al., 1996; Knierim, 2002; Knierim and Rao, 2003) , and that other hippocampal neurons fire at a specific distance and direction relative to some objects ("landmark vector cells"; Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013 and see below). suggested that hippocampal landmark vector cells may be generated via coordinate transformations involving cells that fire as a function of allocentric (world-centered) heading and cells that encode the landmark direction in egocentric coordinates (e.g., landmark is 90°to the right). Such cells could combine on common postsynaptic targets to produce "conjunctive" units that encode a specific combination of both reference frames and could be used to derive the allocentric direction of the landmark (i.e., the landmark bearing independent of head direction; Fig. 1A ). This signal, in combination with information about distance to the landmark, could endow hippocampal neurons with landmark vector-firing characteristics.
Posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which is connected to the hippocampus via indirect entorhinal cortex projections (Vogt and Miller, 1983; Jones and Witter, 2007) , is likely to be involved in the first steps of this coordinate transformation. Lesion studies indicate that the PPC is critical for spatial orientation in the rat (Kolb and Walkey, 1987; Kolb et al., 1994) , and cells that fire as a function of an animal's head direction have been identified there (Chen et al., 1994a,b) . Finally, studies in primates found that some PPC cells encode cue position in retina-centered coordinates and are modulated by passive body rotation (Snyder et al., 1998) , suggesting that the PPC may integrate world-centered (allocentric) heading and egocentric information (retinotopic position of the cue); however, these studies were conducted under restraint, so it is unknown how such cells might respond during free movement in space, particularly given that the sharp tuning of hippocampal place cells and head direction cells can be dramatically degraded by restraint (Foster et al., 1989; Taube, 1995; Knierim et al., 1998) .
We assessed the hypothesis that PPC neurons encode spatial heading as a function of egocentric and allocentric coordinates in rats performing a random spatial sequence task involving navigation to 32 rewarded locations around the perimeter of a platform (Fig. 1B) . Each location was marked by a blinking light, which acted as a landmark for navigation to the correct reward site (Fig. 2) . By using cue lights as "landmarks," rats were required to cover the full range of headings and cue directions at several spatial locations.
Materials and Methods
Male Fisher-Brown Norway hybrid rats (n ϭ 8), 5-10 months of age, underwent surgery for implantation of bilateral stimulating electrodes aimed at the medial forebrain bundle (MFB; 2.8 mm posterior from bregma, 1.7 mm from midline, 7.8 mm ventral from dura). Before surgery rats were housed 2-3 per cage. After recovery from surgery, rats were trained to nose poke for MFB stimulation. Then brain stimulation parameters (200 s half cycle, 150 Hz biphasic 70 -110 A current applied for 300 -450 ms) were adjusted to find the minimal intensity and duration for maximal responding. Next, rats with optimal MFB stimulation (N ϭ 4 of the 8 with stimulating electrodes) underwent surgery to implant a custom 18-tetrode bilateral "hyperdrive" (n ϭ 3; similar to Kloosterman et al., 2009; or 18-tetrode unilateral hyperdrive aimed at the left PPC (n ϭ 1; identical to Kloosterman et al., 2009; .
Controls for MFB stimulation effects
MFB stimulation was necessary to obtain sufficient trials for some analyses. For example, complete coverage (i.e., samples for all bins) for the conjunctive plots of head direction for each egocentric cue direction (ECD; Fig. 3 ) require ϳ300 trials. To ameliorate concerns about MFB effects on PPC neural activity, data were removed for the brain stimulation duration plus an additional poststimulation 50 ms blackout period (Bower et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2010) . In addition, MFB stimulation was delivered in one hemisphere and recordings were obtained from both hemispheres from most rats (n ϭ 3 of 4). For these rats we compared the proportion of cells that fell into each of our main cell-type categories (head direction-only, ECD-only, conjunctive, and self-motion-only) in the same versus opposite hemisphere to brain stimulation. There were no differences in proportion of cells between hemispheres for any of the cell types ( 2 s(1) Ͻ 2.16, ps Ͼ 0.14). Further, in previous experiments where it was possible to obtain sufficient coverage for analyses using food reward, identical results were obtained using MFB stimulation and food reward, suggesting that the results obtained from MFB experiments are generalizable . This suggests MFB stimulation did not directly influence the activity patterns we observed.
Surgical procedure
Hyperdrives consisted of 18 tetrodes and 3-4 reference electrodes. Each tetrode consisted of four polyimide-coated, nichrome wires (14 m diameter) twisted together. The hyperdrives were positioned over the PPC (centered 4.5 mm posterior from bregma and Ϯ2.95 mm from midline) to target the average PPC region based on connectivity (Kolb and Walkey, 1987; Reep et al., 1994; Torrealba and Valdes, 2008; Calton and Taube, 2009 ) and studies designed to characterize PPC contributions to navigation (Kolb and Walkey, 1987; Chen et al., 1994a; Rogers and Kesner, 2006; Calton and Taube, 2009) ; though slightly more posterior regions are included compared with the most recent recording studies (Nitz, 2006 (Nitz, , 2012 Whitlock et al., 2008 Whitlock et al., , 2012 due to an emphasis on the PPC region shown to encode allocentric (world centered) auditory cue position (Nakamura, 1999). Our recording coordinates are likely to correspond to the intersection of the mouse anteromedial, posteromedial, and mediomedial areas (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2012) .
Behavior
Training and testing took place on a large (1.5 m diameter) circular platform with 32 light cues evenly distributed around the perimeter ( Fig.  1B ; similar to 8-station apparatus; Bower et al., 2005) . A custom computer program (interfaced with the maze via an FPGA card; National Instruments) controlled maze events, delivered MFB stimulation rewards via a Stimulus Isolator (World Precision Instruments) when the rat entered a 10 cm diameter zone in front of the active cue light, and generated a coded time stamp in the Neuralynx system for each maze event (e.g., light onset for a particular zone). First, alternation training was achieved using barriers to restrict the movement of the rat to alternating between a pair of cue lights on opposite sides of the maze. To ensure cues were visually salient, lights were flashed at ϳ3 Hz (with equal on/off time) when activated. The first light was activated until the rat Figure 1 . Apparatus, reference frames, and hypothetical response profile for the ECD (egocentric cue direction), head direction, and conjunctive functional cell types. A, Left, Schematic of landmark bearing. Landmark bearing is derived from the position of the cue light with respect to a point in the center of the rat's head. In the video frame shown in B, the landmark bearing is ϳ330°. Right, Wiring diagram illustrating hypothetical cell types that could produce landmark bearing units. The population of ECD ϫ head direction cells would provide information about the current landmark ECD and head direction. A specific combination of ECD and head direction corresponds to a single landmark bearing. Thus, landmark bearing cells could "read out" the landmark bearing from the population of ECD ϫ head direction cells. B, Left, Apparatus. Rats are trained to run a random spatial sequence to 32 light locations. This task requires the rat to cover the full range of headings and ECDs at a wide range of spatial locations. Right, Schematic of ECD and head direction for the same video frame. Head direction is derived from the position of the two colored domes, which are fixed with respect to the head. In this video frame, the ECD is approximately ϩ10°and the head direction is ϳ160°. C, Hypothetical conjunctive plots (firing rate per 45°of ECD and head direction) for an ideal head direction-only cell (left; horizontal band of high activity spans range of ECDs) and for an ideal ECD-only cell (right; band of high activity spanning range of head directions). D, Left, Head direction and ECD units could combine to produce units which, if thresholded appropriately, would encode a specific combination of both reference frames (adapted from . Right, Hypothetical conjunctive plot. Conjunctive cells encode neither head direction nor ECD but a specific combination of these two reference frames.
reached that reward zone and received MFB stimulation, and then the cue light in the opposite reward zone was activated. Alternation training continued until rats reached asymptote performance (rat 1 ϭ 20 d; rat 2 ϭ 33 d, rat 3 ϭ 27 d, and rat 4 ϭ 9 d). All of the data reported here comes from the next, random lights, task. In the random lights task, up to 900 light/reward zones were illuminated in a single session one at a time in a random order, with each light remaining active until the rat reached it. Data from four recording sessions (i.e., day sessions) for rat 1 were obtained with a 32-item random sequence that repeated up to five times within a single behavioral session (i.e., individual 50 min sessions). A new random 32-item sequence was generated for each behavioral session (Table 1). Data from the rat 2 included a 32-item pseudorandom sequence that was modified from a random sequence so that all headings in the room were equally represented. The same sequence was used for each of four recording sessions. Finally, for rats 3 and 4, 25 recording sessions and 23 recording sessions were obtained, respectively. For both rats 3 and 4 a random light sequence unique for each behavioral session (up to 900 items) was used to ensure that learning effects were not contributing to the activity patterns we observed. For rats 1 and 2 and half of the sessions for rat 3, prominent distal cues were arranged around the perimeter of a large room (ϳ4.5 ϫ 6 m). For the remaining rats and sessions prominent cues (strips of white curtain) were displayed on one to two walls of a square curtain that hung ϳ1 m beyond the edge of the apparatus. For all rats and sessions, dim ambient light illuminated the maze from above. Rat 1 was housed in a reverse light/dark cycle vivarium and tested during the dark cycle. Rats 2-4 were housed in a vivarium and were tested during the light cycle. The same activity patterns were observed across all four rats, suggesting that neither learning effects, unequal representation of heading directions, light cycle phase, nor distal cue configuration contributed to the activity patterns we observed. All experiments were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the University of Lethbridge Animal Welfare Committee and conformed to National Institutes of Health Guidelines on the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Recording procedures
A custom electrode interface board attached to the hyperdrive connected three unity-gain headstages (HS-27; Neuralynx) to the recording system (Neuralynx). Tetrodes were turned at the end of each day as needed, up to 60 m/d, while monitoring the audio and visual signal of the unit activity. Once a large number of well isolated units in the PPC were obtained, alternation training commenced. Thresholded (adjusted before each session) spike waveforms (filtered 0.6 -6 kHz, digitized at 32 kHz and referenced to an electrode in corpus callosum) and time stamps were collected for up to 18 tetrodes and processed to remove data within the stimulation duration plus 50 ms (Bower et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2010) . Rat position and head direction were tracked using colored domes of reflective tape, which were created by covering 1 ⁄2 styrofoam balls in reflective tape (Fig. 1B) and on-line position information was used to trigger MFB stimulation rewards. Position and head direction data were collected at 60 Hz as interleaved video (rats 1-3) or 30 Hz (rat 4) and coregistered with spikes and stimuli. Spike data were automatically overclustered using KlustaKwik (http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net; Harris et al., 2000) then manually adjusted using a modified version of MClust (A.D. Redish, University of Minnesota). Only spike clusters with Ͻ0.4% of the spikes in the first 2 ms on the autocorrelation, Ͻ15% cut (by the threshold) on plots of peak spike amplitude on one tetrode wire versus another and with well defined cluster boundaries, were included for analyses. Isolated units were not treated as unique unless (1) the tetrode was moved Ͼ60 m from the previous session or (2) the tetrode was not moved between sessions but the distributions of spike clusters were clearly unrelated between the two sessions (similar to Wills et al., 2010) . Cortical neurons can be classified into fastspiking (approximately Ͼ10 spikes/s, narrow afterhypolarizations, and waveform symmetry) and regular-spiking units (Ͻ10 spikes/s and wide afterhypolarizations), which are thought to correspond to interneurons and pyramidal cells, respectively (McCormick et al., 1985; Connors and Gutnick, 1990; Jung et al., 1998; Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007; Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2012 Two examples of hippocampal landmark bearing by distance cells. The hippocampal (CA1) data shown here were collected while rats ran a random spatial sequence to 32 light locations (Fig. 1B) . The task required the rat to cover a wide range of cue light bearings (i.e., direction of the cue light independent of head direction) and distances at a wide range of spatial locations. Hippocampal bearing by distance cells have been reported previously (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013) and were recorded here in the CA1 field of the hippocampus of each of two rats. Hippocampal data were recorded simultaneously with the PPC data reported here. Left, Conjunctive plot (firing rate per 30°of cue light bearing and distance). Firing rate for cue light bearing and distance from the cue light (calculated in pixels and shown as centimeters for graphical purposes) suggests that these cells encode a specific combination of cue light distance and bearing. Middle, Place fields could confound a bearing by distance analysis (e.g., place field in the center of the maze); however, none of the landmark bearings by distance cells in our dataset had place fields. All colormaps range from 0 (dark blue) to the peak value indicated in maroon. Right, Head direction properties could be a confound for landmark bearing properties; however, none of the conjunctive bearings by distance cells in our dataset had head direction response properties. Smoothed spatial firing rate maps for the same cells. Firing rate per 6°of head direction (red polar plot). Peak firing rate is indicated in maroon. The same activity patterns were observed across four rats suggesting that neither learning, unequal representation of heading, nor light cycle phase contributed to the results. Recording sessions refers to daily sessions, which were typically split into two 50 min behavioral sessions separated by a 50 min rest session.
in this manner is important. For example, longstanding disagreement about the role of primate inferotemporal cortex in visual object recognition was recently resolved by characterizing cells in this manner (Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2012) . PPC data. Data recorded from a subset of the sessions (34 sessions) included cells that met the uniqueness criteria (above). Data from these 34 sessions were spike sorted and analyzed (rat 1 ϭ 4 sessions, rat 2 ϭ 3 sessions, rat 3 ϭ 20 sessions, and rat 4 ϭ 7 sessions). These data include 461 PPC cells (378 putative unique pyramidal cells and 83 putative unique interneurons) from four rats (number of putative unique PPC pyramidal cells/rat for rat 1 ϭ 80, rat 2 ϭ 31, rat 3 ϭ 147, and rat 4 ϭ 120). Each recording session (except for 5 of the 34 total sessions presented here) consisted of three rest sessions (data not shown) intermixed with two behavioral sessions on the apparatus to assess stability across behavioral sessions. For the five recording sessions where a single behavioral session was available, split 1 ⁄2 measures of stability were used instead of assessing stability across two separate behavioral sessions.
Putative interneurons. The response properties of the putative interneurons in our sample were less specific. Consistent with previous reports (Hofer et al., 2011), there were no reliable examples of interneurons that fell into any of the cell types described here except the selfmotion-"only" cell type. Further, interneurons that fell into this category were nonspecifically modulated by any motion state and not modulated by a single specific motion state (e.g., right turn), as was observed in putative pyramidal cells. Therefore, even though interneurons are likely to play a critical role in PPC function, the focus of the present paper is on putative pyramidal cells.
Hippocampal data. In addition, to confirm that our task engages the hippocampal landmark bearing cells described previously (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013) , we analyzed data recorded in dorsal CA1 field of the hippocampus simultaneously with the PPC data reported here (120 putative pyramidal cells recorded from three sessions for the first two rats). Thus, in total data from 581 putatively unique cells recorded in the hippocampus and PPC are described here.
Head direction and ECD firing rate maps
For the PPC data, cells not sufficiently active during maze sessions (Ͻ250 spikes/session; session ϭ ϳ50 min) were excluded from all analyses (39 cells excluded so 339 putative pyramidal cells remained). Position and head direction data were used to calculate the angle of the cue light versus the rat head orientation for each video frame (i.e., egocentric cue position; Fig. 1B ). Data from video frames in which head direction tracking Firing rate per 6°of ECD (blue bars) and corresponding conjunctive plots (colormaps). B, Two head direction cells chosen to illustrate the breadth of tuning that is observed across head direction cells. Firing rate per 6°of head direction (red polar plot) and corresponding conjunctive plots (colormaps). A, B, Conjunctive plots with vertical (ECD) and horizontal (head direction) bars of elevated activity confirm "only" classifications (based on our two-part Rayleigh and stability criteria). C, Four examples of conjunctive cells chosen to illustrate that there are both broadly and narrowly tuned conjunctive cells. Firing rate for ECD (blue bars; 6°bins) and head direction (HD; red line; 12°bins; top row). To be categorized as a conjunctive cell, the Rayleigh had to be significant for head direction, the Rayleigh had to be significant for ECD, the head direction had to be stable across behavioral sessions, and the ECD had to be stable across behavioral sessions. Corresponding conjunctive plots (bottom row) confirm these cells actually encode a specific combination of the two reference frames. All colormaps have an evenly spaced color range from 0 (dark blue) to peak indicated in maroon.
was lost or segments in which the rat was still for long (60 s) relatively still periods (calculated from smoothed positioning data) were excluded. Then, ECD occupancy data were binned per 6°of egocentric cue angle and converted to firing rate (spikes/s). Next, the same binning and firing rate conversion was applied to head direction data. Peak firing rate direction, mean vector magnitude, mean vector direction, change in mean/ peak vector direction, and Rayleigh statistics were calculated using a combination of custom MATLAB scripts and the circular statistics toolbox (Berens, 2009). Cells were classified as having ECD properties if they met our stringent two-part criteria. (1) They had a significant Rayleigh test for unimodal deviation from a uniform distribution for ECD firing rate corrected for binned data (Zar, 1999) and calculated by collapsing across the behavioral data for a single day's recording session ( p Յ 0.05).
(2) They were stable (change in mean vector direction of Յ40°, which corresponds to Ͻ7 bins) across behavioral sessions (or split 1 ⁄2 sessions). Cells were classified as having head direction properties if they met the same two-part criteria for the head direction firing rate vector: (1) Rayleigh test on the collapsed-across-behavioral-sessions firing rate data ( p Յ 0.05) and (2) were stable (change in peak vector direction of Ͻ7 bins, i.e., equivalent to the Յ40°criteria for ECD cells) across behavioral sessions (or split 1 ⁄2 sessions when data were not available for two consecutively recorded sessions). Previous studies have suggested that some cells in PPC, which appear to be head direction cells, are unstable (Chen et al., 1994a,b; Whitlock et al., 2012) . Therefore, despite the risk of underestimating the percentage of cells in some of our functional cell-type categories, a measure of stability was necessary to ensure only stable cells were included for analyses. Head direction data were binned by 6°for all statistical comparisons, stability testing, and head direction-only cell illustrations; however, for illustrative purposes only, data were binned by 12°for head direction plots for conjunctive cells, as these cells tended to have more broad head direction tuning (e.g., Fig. 3C ). Cells were classified as conjunctive for ECD and head direction if they met both the two-part criteria for ECD properties and the two-part criteria for head direction properties (i.e., conjunctive cells met a four part criterion). For analyses of individual cell data and population directional data, the Rayleigh test was used unless otherwise specified. For comparing two distributions, the circular statistics version of the ANOVA was first attempted (i.e., Watson-Williams test; Berens, 2009); however, the sample was too small for valid testing with ANOVA (though the result was identical), so the circular statistic equivalent to the Kruskal-Wallis test (multisample test for equal median directions; Fisher et al., 1993; Berens, 2009 ) was used and reported (i.e., for comparing conjunctive vs ECD-only distribution of mean vector directions).
To rule out the possibility that self-motion-related firing produced spurious ECD profiles, we also analyzed the data segments that were excluded for all other ECD analyses reported in this paper-the long, relatively still periods. Of the 60 cells with ECD properties, 18 had occupancy in at least 90% of the bins and were included in this analysis. These 18 cells were collected from two rats, 7 were conjunctive cells, and 11 were ECD-only cells.
Self-motion and cross-covariance analyses
Cells collected during sessions in which the rat did not run enough trials for complete coverage on the spatial or conjunctive plots (head direction ϫ ECD; see below) were excluded from further analyses (30 additional cells were excluded from two sessions, so 339 putative pyramidal cells remained). Position and head direction data were used to map the spatial (next section) and self-motion reference frame for each cell and to cross-correlate cell activity with preferred self-motion states. For these analyses position data were interpolated and smoothed by convolution with a Hamming window that was 1 s long. For self-motion rate maps and cross-covariance analyses only, head direction data gaps Ͻ 1 s were transformed using directional cosines for interpolation using the interp1 function in MATLAB, then transformed back to polar coordinates (Gumiaux et al., 2003) . Next, head angular velocity, linear velocity, and firing rate were calculated for each video frame using a 100 ms sliding window. Finally, the occupancy and number of spikes for each 3 cm/s by 20°/s bin were calculated and converted to firing rate for each bin with Ͼ0.5 s of occupancy (Chen et al., 1994a) . For illustrative purposes (not cell classification analyses), the self-motion firing rate maps were smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian function for the 2 ϫ 2 bins surrounding each bin (Whitlock et al., 2012) . For all colormap plots (spatial and selfmotion), the colormap represented a range of firing rates from 0 (blue) to the maximum value indicated on the plot in maroon. No adjustments were made to the standard, evenly spaced colormap. Cells were classified as having a preferred self-motion state if the common points with sufficient occupancy (i.e., Ͼ0.5 s) from the self-motion maps for the first and second daily session (or split 1 ⁄2) were significantly positively correlated ( p Ͻ 0.01). This was generally the most conservative criterion for selfmotion cells of the three criteria reported by Whitlock et al. (2012) . Since this is the only analysis for which we are using a one-part criterion and to be consistent with Whitlock et al. (2012) , the more conservative p value ( p Յ 0.01) was used here. Specifically, for each cell, to determine whether cells had "significant" self-motion properties, the map from the first daily behavioral session was shuffled, a correlation coefficient was computed between the first session (shuffled map) and the second session (unshuffled map), and this process was repeated 500 times. Then, the second behavioral session map was shuffled, the correlation coefficient was computed between the second session (shuffled map) and the first behavioral session (unshuffled map), and this process was repeated 500 times (total 1000 shuffles/cell). The entire shuffled dataset for each cell was used to calculate a critical r value for the 99th percentile. Then, for each cell that had a significant preferred self-motion state (low linear velocity right turn, low linear velocity left turn, low linear velocity right or left turn, low linear and angular velocity, forward linear motion, forward right turn, and forward left turn; Chen et al., 1994a) a cross-covariance analysis was performed between the firing rate and the appropriate velocity component. Specifically, right turn cells were cross-correlated with head angular velocity, right and left turn and low velocity cells were cross-correlated with absolute head angular velocity, low velocity cells were also crosscorrelated with linear velocity (usually this correlation is negative suggesting deceleration tuning), forward-motion cells were cross-correlated with linear velocity, and forward-right cells were cross-correlated with linear and head angular velocity separately. Finally, the normalized crosscovariance was calculated for each maze segment that was at least 2ϫ the window size. The normalization produced a range from Ϫ1 to 1 by dividing each value by the peak of individual velocity and firing rate autocorrelations. The cross-covariance was computed for each segment because each segment was broken by a brain-stimulation reward blackout period. Next, the segment cross-covariance values were normalized by multiplying by the proportion of total spikes for all valid segments (segment spikes/total spikes across all segments) and summed across all segments to generate one cross-covariance plot per behavioral session. This additional normalization step does not change the range of the data, it simply ensures that the contribution of the segment's cross-covariance plot is proportional to the number of spikes in that segment. In other words, segments with few spikes will not produce a spurious effect. The first and second behavioral sessions were combined for this analysis when both were available. For individual cell cross-covariance plots with head angular velocity, positive correlations indicate a right turn ( positive head angular velocity) while negative correlations indicate a left turn (negative head angular velocity). To determine whether peaks in the final cross-covariance plot were significant, spike data for each cell was jittered by a random amount Ϯ1.5 s (to disrupt any real cross-covariance relationships) then a new cross-covariance was computed and this process was repeated 1000 times. Jittered data for each cell were collapsed across all lags into a single large distribution, then the 95% confidence interval was calculated for this distribution. Negative or positive peaks that corresponded to self-motion properties for the cell and exceeded the confidence interval were considered significant. In the case of multiple peaks, the largest peak was used for determining the cross-covariance lag. Finally, cells that underwent the cross-covariance analysis were classified as active before motion ( peak Ͻ Ϫ50 ms lag), active simultaneously with the onset of movement ( peak within Ϯ50 ms lag 0; i.e., the size of the sliding window for smoothing), or active after movement ( peak Ͼ 50 ms lag). For illustrative purposes only, the cross-covariance plot for left turn cells was inverted (i.e., plotted as change from baseline). In addition, population cross-covariance plots were constructed for conjunctive cells with self-motion properties that were active before movement and ECDonly cells with self-motion properties that were active after movement.
Spatial profile firing rate maps and classification
Occupancy and number of spikes were calculated for each spatial bin (ϳ1.5 ϫ 1.5 cm) and then converted to firing rate. Only bins with at least 0.2 s occupancy were included. For illustrative purposes only, occupancy and then firing rate maps were smoothed by convolving with a 2D Gaussian function (5 bin half-width).
Conjunctive firing rate maps
Occupancy and number of spikes were calculated for each 45°of ECD by 45°of head direction bin and converted to firing rate. These "conjunctive plots" were used to ensure that the head direction and ECD cells truly encoded a single reference frame and that conjunctive cells had a single preferred combination of cue and head direction and were not dual cells (i.e., did not have two bands of high activity, one for preferred head direction and another for preferred ECD).
Cross-correlations between light blink onset and spikes
For a subset of the data (n ϭ 208 cells from two rats), time stamps were collected for the onset of each blink of the cue light (3 Hz blink rate) for two consecutive behavioral sessions. For these data, crosscorrelations were constructed for all cells between time stamps for the onset of each blink of the cue light (reference) and spike time stamps (target). A cross-correlation was computed for each segment (end of brain-stimulation blackout period from the previous segment to the onset of brain stimulation for the current segment) and then normalized by the proportion of spikes in that segment. Then, normalized cross-correlations with a 1 s window (Ϯ500 ms) and 25 ms bin size from all segments were summed to produce plots. The cue light was on for 166.6 ms then off for 166.6 ms to produce a 3 Hz (i.e., every 333 ms) blink rate. Cells were scored blind to type by two separate scorers (a third scorer who was also blind to type broke disagreements) and were considered to be modulated by the blinking of the cue light if at least two of three reviewers agreed on the type. A cell was considered light modulated if scorers agreed that there were three distinct and evenly spaced peaks.
Histology
After the final recording session, rats were deeply anesthetized with Euthasol and transcardially perfused with 0.1 M PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The whole head was postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde with electrodes in place for 24 h, then brains were extracted and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose. Frozen sections were cut (40 m) using a sliding microtome or custom block-face imaging system (Leica vibratome), mounted on chrome alum-subbed slides, stained with cresyl echt violet, and imaged using a NanoZoomer Imaging system (Hamamatsu). All cell types were required to be stable for inclusion and ECD cells are modulated by the blinking of the cue light. A, Top, Two ECD cells that met the two-part stability and Rayleigh criteria. Firing rate for ECD (6°bins) for individual sessions. Cells were classified as having ECD properties if they had a significant Rayleigh test for unimodal deviation from a uniform distribution and were stable (change in mean vector direction Ͻ 7 bins) across behavioral sessions. Middle, Two head direction cells that met the two-part stability and Rayleigh criteria. Firing rate for head direction (6°bins) for individual sessions. Cells were classified as having head direction properties if they had a significant Rayleigh test and were stable (change in peak vector direction of Ͻ 7 bins) across maze sessions. Bottom, Two conjunctive cells that met the four-part stability and Rayleigh criteria, i.e., conjunctive cells had to meet both the two-part ECD criteria and the two-part head direction criteria. Firing rate for head direction (left; polar plot; 12°bins) and ECD (right; 6°bins) for individual sessions. B, A substantially higher proportion of ECD cells were modulated by the blinking of the cue light (68%) compared with cells that did not fall into any category (18%; 2 (1) ϭ 34.6, p Ͻ 0.0001). The actual proportion of cells with ECD properties modulated by the cue light is likely higher, since the modulation is probably linked to the cue direction receptive field. To have a large enough sample, cross-correlations are conducted for all times when the cue light is active, even when the cue is not in the ECD receptive field for the cell. Time stamps for the onset of each blink of the cue light (target) were cross-correlated with spike time stamps (reference). See Materials and Methods for a detailed description of the cross-correlation procedure and classification. We noticed that for both self-motion and ECD light-modulated cells sometimes light modulation was in phase and other times it was out of phase with the blinking of the light; however, we were unable to find any correspondence between this feature and any of the variables we assessed (e.g., anatomy, cell type).
Results
Posterior parietal neurons encode the egocentric position of light cues and these cells are modulated by the blinking of the cue light We recorded from 378 putatively unique PPC pyramidal cells from four rats of which 339 were sufficiently active during behavioral sessions for subsequent analysis (see Materials and Methods). Of these 339 cells, 18% encoded the ECD (60 cells; Fig. 3A ). We used a stringent two-part criteria for classifying cells as ECD cells: (1) the Rayleigh test of directionality indicated that the cue position firing rate vector had a significant unimodal deviation from uniformity ( p Յ 0.05) and (2) the preferred cue direction was stable across behavioral sessions ( Fig. 4A ; change in mean vector direction Ͻ 7 bins). Further, for a subset of the cells (including 41 of the 60 cells with ECD properties) we collected time stamps for the onset of each blink of the cue light. This allowed us to assess modulation of cells with ECD properties by the blinking of the cue light (Fig. 4B) . We found that a substantially higher proportion of ECD cells was modulated by the blinking of the cue light (68%; 28 cells) compared with cells that did not fall into any category (18%; 20 of 110 cells; 2 (1) ϭ 34.6, p Ͻ 0.0001). This suggests that ECDmodulated cells have properties of visual cortical cells with a limited receptive field. To our knowledge ECD cells have not been previously reported in rats.
Interestingly, cells with ECD tuning tended to fall into one of two apparent spatial categories: cells with ECD preferences closer to the periphery of the rat's visual field tended to be active on the periphery of the maze (Fig. 5A # 1-2 ; B # 1), while cells with ECD tuning toward the nasal portion of the rats visual field tended to be active on the central Figure 5 . ECD, head direction, and conjunctive cells are active across the space of the maze, and occupancy does not account for the observed effects. A, Left, Firing rate for ECDs (blue bars; 6°bins) with occupancy (green line, s) overlaid. The negative ECDshifted occupancy is explained by the left turn preference of one rat. Middle, Smoothed spatial firing rate maps for the same cells. Note, the distinct spatial profile exhibited by many cells is likely explained by the relatively stereotyped nature of the task and the limited receptive field of cells with ECD properties. This appears to cause the cells to be active over a large but limited range of spatial locations. Right, Occupancy data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis), then converted to firing rate. B, Left, Firing rate for ECDs (blue bars; 6°bins) with occupancy (green line, s) overlaid. Noncentered occupancy is explained by the tendency of one rat to sit for short periods at the end of each trial facing the previous zone (i.e., with the next cue light nearly behind the rat) during the earlier phases of training. Middle, Polar plots 4 of firing rate for head direction (black line; 12°bins) for the same cells. Occupancy (green line, s) is overlaid. Right, Smoothed spatial firing rate maps for the same cells. C, Top, Polar plots of firing rate for head direction (black line; 6°bins) with occupancy (green line, s) overlaid. Bottom, Smoothed spatial firing rate maps for the same cells. A-C, For head direction plots and rate maps the peak firing rate is indicated in maroon. D, Cell-type categories. Despite the stringent twopart criteria for most categories, a majority of the cells could be classified (ϳ75%). Note that the number of cells is different for the first and second rows of this schematic because the analyses for some cell types further down the chart required more trials for sufficient occupancy and thus were conducted on a slightly smaller subset of cells. "Light only" cells showed cue light modulation but did not fall into any of the other cell types.
portion of the maze (Fig. 5B # 2) . This spatial and ECD pattern could suggest that some cells are specialized for setting trajectories (spatially peripheral cells), while other cells are specialized for adjusting trajectories mid route (spatially central cells). However, after looking into this issue more closely we became convinced that the more parsimonious explanation is that the spatial profile is a product of the relatively stereotyped nature of the task and the limited receptive field of cells with ECD properties. In other words, cells with peripheral receptive fields are more likely to be active at the periphery of the maze because the cue light tends to be in the peripheral visual field when the rat is in this large but limited range of spatial locations. Thus, the distinct spatial profile is likely determined by the ECD tuning of the cell.
Finally, we assessed the firing rate of cells as a function of allocentric head direction. Similar to previous studies (Chen et al., 1994a), we found that 12% of PPC neurons met our two-part criteria for classification as head direction cells (Fig.  3B ): (1) they fired at a significantly higher rate for a particular heading (e.g., North; p Յ 0.05) and (2) were stable across behavioral sessions (change in mean vector direction Ͻ 7 bins; Fig. 4A ). To distinguish clearly the type of data being displayed, whenever possible, ECD-only data are plotted as blue bars and head direction-only data are plotted as polar plots throughout this paper. Our task allowed for good sampling of all possible head directions and all head direction cells were active across large portions of the apparatus (Fig. 5C ).
Posterior parietal neurons encode the conjunction of a specific head direction and ECD
The foregoing results demonstrate that the rat PPC contains neurons sensitive to the egocentric relationship between the animals head and the cue light (ECD cells) as well as neurons sensitive to allocentric directional heading in the environment (head direction cells). We additionally observed many cells that met both head direction tuning and ECD tuning criteria. Therefore, we classified cells with both above criterion head direction properties and above-criterion ECD properties as conjunctive cells (9% of all cells; ECD ϫ head direction; Figs. 3C, 5D). Plotting the ECD and head direction tuning as a rate map for all possible combinations of ECD and head direction confirmed our two-part Rayleigh and stability criteria-based classification (Fig. 3) . The conjunctive cell classification was only reliable when there was sufficient coverage of both variables, so the conjunctive cell classification was performed for a subset of the data with sufficient coverage (e.g., Ͼ1 s occupancy for each combination of ECD and head direction; n ϭ 309 cells). Visual inspection of the conjunctive plots revealed that all cells conjunctive for ECD and head direction preferred a specific combination of cue and head direction (single hot spot; Fig. 3C; 29 cells) . In other words, none of the conjunctive cells appeared to be dual cells (i.e., had two intersecting bands). In contrast to conjunctive cells, which had a single hot spot on conjunctive plots, when head direction-only units (12 cells; 4% of all cells) or ECD-only units (32 cells; 10%) were plotted in this way, they had a single band along the appropriate dimension (Fig. 3 A, B) .
Conjunctive cell activity anticipates movement toward the cue while ECD-only cells simply reflect the current position of the cue
Impaired spatial orientation following PPC lesions (Kolb et al., 1994) suggests that ECD cells in the PPC may signal required CD). Middle two columns, Cells were classified as having a preferred self-motion state if the self-motion maps for two behavioral sessions were significantly positively correlated (99th percentile of random shuffled distribution). Self-motion maps from two behavioral sessions and corresponding correlation values are shown for one example cell from each functional type category. Occupancy data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis; positive head angular velocity corresponds to a right turn), then converted to firing rate. Note, motion modulation and ECD encoding are sometimes apparent as two distinct peaks in ECD plots. For example, the ECD-only cell (top) has two peaks, one on the left (presumably the ECD receptive field for this cell) and a second peak in the middle (likely from the straight, forward linear motion-related activity). The cue light would be in front of the rat during forward motion and would create a second false ECD peak near 0°. Right column, The shuffled distribution and critical r value corresponding to the 99th percentile is shown for each example cell. For each cell, the map from the first behavioral session was shuffled 500 times and a correlation coefficient was computed between the shuffled and unshuffled maps. Then, this process was repeated to shuffle the map for the second session 500 times (total 1000 shuffles/cell) to calculate a critical r value for the 99th percentile ( p Ͻ 0.01). See Materials and Methods for additional details.
changes in spatial orientation when the landmark is not directly in front of the rat. Supporting this notion, we found that many cells have a preferred orienting direction (Fig. 6 ) and the population tuning for ECD was distributed nonuniformly to the sides of the rat (mean vector ϭ 91°, p Յ 0.01) with a tendency to cluster toward the central visual fields of each eye ( Fig. 7C ; Adams and Forrester, 1968) . Given this observation, we hypothesized that the PPC might have a role in the online control of goal-directed navigation. To address this possibility, we determined whether PPC cells had a preferred orienting direction (e.g., right turn) by plotting firing rate as a function of the rat's current linear and angular velocity (i.e., self-motion rate maps; Chen et al., 1994a; Middle, Occupancy data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis), then converted to firing rate. Max firing rate ranges from 0 (dark blue) to the peak value indicated in maroon. Bottom, Cross-covariance between preferred self-motion (e.g., for a right turn cell like 1 or 3 firing rate was cross-correlated with angular velocity) and cell activity revealed that conjunctive cells anticipate movement. Red horizontal lines denote the 95% confidence interval for head angular velocity (not linear velocity) for the same cells. The confidence intervals were generated from jittering spike times a random amount between Ϯ1.5 s, calculating the cross-covariance, repeating this process 1000 times, then collapsing across lags for the complete shuffled cross-covariance dataset and calculating the 95% confidence interval. B, Most ECD-only cells show the opposite pattern, turning precedes activity, suggesting turning into the ECD receptive field. C, Tuning for the population of cells with ECD properties is distributed to the sides of the rat (mean vector ϭ 91°, p Յ 0.01; left hemisphere green; right hemisphere orange). Black semicircles indicate approximate rat visual field (Adams and Forrester, 1968) . Note, some cells with tuning toward the periphery of the visual field wrap to the opposite visual field so that the mean tuning direction is behind the rat and outside of the visual field (e.g., A # 3 and Fig. 3A # 2) . D, Population data are consistent with examples shown in A and B. A significantly higher proportion of conjunctive cells were active before movement than ECD-only cells ( 2 (1) ϭ 21.3, p Ͻ 0.0001). E, Mean (ϮSEM; shaded) cross-covariance for conjunctive cells that were active before movement (black; left) and ECD-only cells that were active after movement (green; middle). The population data confirms the single-cell examples illustrating that the population of conjunctive cells anticipates movement with either short or long latency (apparent as two bumps on the population plot at approximately Ϫ1 s and Ϫ175 ms) while turning tends to precede activity for ECD-only cells with short latency. Whitlock et al., 2012) . Cells were classified as having a preferred self-motion state if the self-motion rate maps for two behavioral sessions were significantly positively correlated ( Fig. 6 ; 99th percentile from randomly shuffled maps). For cells with a preferred self-motion state, we performed a cross-covariance between the cell's preferred self-motion (e.g., right turn) and firing rate, which allowed us to determine whether cell activity preceded, followed, or occurred simultaneously with the preferred motion (Fig. 7) . The preferred self-motion state of a cell that met our self-motion criteria was defined based on the location of the peak firing rate on the self-motion rate map (as described previously: Chen et al., 1994a) . For example, cell 1 on Figure 7B "preferred" left turns, so the cross-covariance was performed for head angular velocity (not linear velocity) and cell activity. For this cell there was a negative correlation with a peak at approximately ϩ125 ms, indicating that left turns tended to follow cell activity (note for illustrative purposes the cross-covariance plots are displayed as change from baseline, i.e., inverted on Fig. 7) . Cross-covariance plots were determined to have a significant peak if the largest peak corresponding to the preferred self-motion state exceeded the 95% confidence interval for a spike-jittered dataset for the same cell.
Most cells conjunctive for head direction and ECD had a preferred self-motion state (90%; 26 cells) and every cell with a preferred self-motion state had a significant peak that corresponded to the preferred self-motion state (i.e., exceeded 95% confidence interval). Spikes preceded movement for 81% of cells with a preferred self-motion state (21 cells; Fig. 7A ). For the remaining cells, the peak in cell activity coincided with the onset of movement. This suggests that a majority of the conjunctive cells may provide information that is used by the motor system to set or correct trajectories toward a goal (Fig. 8) .
Conjunctive cells with anticipatory activity tend to fall into one of two categories: long (nearly 1 s) or short latency (ϳ175 ms) anticipatory activity. These two groups are apparent as two bumps on the population plot (Fig. 7E) . Given that there is a stereotyped component to the task, it seemed possible that the long latency anticipatory activity might be a product of the rat performing a consistent orienting response (i.e., the rat always orients toward the cue light after it falls in the ECD receptive field, so firing always "anticipates" movement). Thus, we examined the activity of ECD-only neurons to determine whether these cells also showed long latency anticipatory activity. . Middle, Single segment from the real complete path plot (also shown in red on complete path plot) from the session shown (top). Bottom, Hypothetical temporal relationship between firing rate, angular velocity, and linear velocity from a single segment where the behavior of the animal produced the conjunctive cue position and head direction necessary to activate this cell. If this pattern were repeated on other segments the cross-covariance plot for all segments shown in B would result. If there were no anticipation all three peaks would be aligned or the firing rate peak would follow peaks in velocity. B, Conjunctive cell 2 from Figure 7A , left. Firing rate for ECDs (blue bars; 6°bins). Right, Cross-covariance between preferred self-motion (i.e., left turn and forward linear velocity) and cell activity revealed that this conjunctive cell anticipates right turn movement and also anticipates linear movement. Top, To illustrate the cross-covariance, data shown in a time shift analysis was performed on the self-motion rate map. By shifting the spike time stamps by lags shown at the top of each frame (Ϫ2, Ϫ 1.25, Ϫ 0.25, and ϩ0.75 s) it is possible to illustrate the angular then linear anticipation for this cell. For each frame occupancy, data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis) and then converted to firing rate for the spike's data, which are time shifted by the lag listed at the top of the frame. Firing rate ranges from zero (dark blue) to 14 Hz (maroon). For illustrative purposes the self-motion firing rate maps were smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian function for the 2 ϫ 2 bins surrounding each bin in the x and y, but not the z (time) dimension.
Many ECD-only cells (i.e., did not also have head direction properties) had a preferred self-motion state (26 cells; 81% of ECD-only cells; Fig. 6 ) and nearly all of these cells had a significant cross-covariance peak (25 cells); however, the crosscovariance pattern for ECD-only cells was dramatically different from those of conjunctive cells. Only 6 cells (24% of ECD-only cells) were active before movement toward the cue light, while 15 cells (60%) were active after turning (presumably into the cue light receptive field; Fig. 7B ) and for the remaining 4 cells (16%) activity coincided with the onset of movement. Thus, if only the cells with peaks in activity before or after the onset of movement are considered (21 conjunctive cells and 21 ECD-only cells), the proportion of conjunctive cells with activity before movement (100%) was significantly larger than ECD-only cells (29%; 6 cells; Fig. 7D ; 2 (1) ϭ 21.3, p Ͻ 0.0001). The population data for ECDonly cells that follow movement (Fig. 7E) . Note the amplitude of the population activity for the ECD-only cells is dramatically less than for conjunctive cells, which is not surprising if ECD-only cell activity signals the current position of the cue light and is not tightly coupled with behavior as with conjunctive cells (i.e., if activity follows movement because ECD cells are active after the rat turns into the receptive field). The dramatic difference in anticipatory activity between ECD and conjunctive cells suggests that ECD-only cells may be critical for locating the cue light and conjunctive cells may be critical for orienting the rat. 
Most head direction-only cells also encoded angular velocity
Some cells did not meet the ECD criteria and appeared to encode only for head direction on the conjunctive plots; therefore, we performed the self-motion and cross-covariance analyses on these head direction-only cells. Most of the head direction-only cells (10 cells of 12 head direction-only cells; 83%) had a selfmotion preference. All of these cells had an angular self-motion preference (none had a linear preference). This suggests that these cells are conjunctive for head direction and angular velocity, similar to what has been described previously in the PPC (Chen et al., 1994a) . Next, we performed the cross-covariance analysis on the cells with an angular self-motion preference and found that all cells with significant self-motion properties also had a significant peak in the cross-covariance plot (exceeded 95% confidence interval of jittered distribution). For these cells five had a peak centered at zero, while spikes occurred before movement for three cells, and movement occurred before spikes for the remaining two cells (Fig. 9) . For the three cells that anticipated movement, the anticipatory lag was variable: 125 ms, 500 ms, and 1 s. Similar conjunctive head direction by selfmotion cells have been reported in the dorsal tegmental nucleus (Sharp et al., 2001b) .
Self-motion-only cells either anticipate movement or are active simultaneously with movement onset
Finally, we assessed self-motion preferences of the cells that did not fall into the ECD-only, head direction-only, or conjunctive categories and found that 29% of all recorded cells (90 of 309 cells) were self-motion-only cells, described previously ( Fig. 10 ; McNaughton et al., 1994; Whitlock et al., 2012) . Two putative self-motion-only cells did not have a significant cross-covariance peak. For the remaining 88 self-motion-only cells fired either before the onset of movement (40 cells; 45%) or simultaneously with the onset of movement (33 cells; 38%). Whitlock et al. (2012) found that self-motion cells tended to anticipate movement when rats performed an autonomous task and fired simultaneously with movement when rats performed a stereotyped task. Given that our task is a mixture of stereotyped and autonomous, our finding of a mixture of these two cross-covariance cell types in the same task is consistent with this previous report. Interestingly, nearly all of the self-motion-only cells that anticipated movement in the present study did so on a short timescale (73%; 29 of 40 cells; Ͻ 250 ms and the rest anticipated with lags Ͻ500 ms). This suggests that the long latency (up to 1 s) anticipating self-motion cells reported by Whitlock et al. (2012) . Most head direction-only cells also encode angular velocity (83%) and some anticipate movement. Top left, Polar plot (blue line; firing rate/6°head direction) for one example cell that is motion modulated. Bottom, Occupancy data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis; positive head angular velocity corresponds to a right turn), then converted to firing rate. Cells were classified as having a preferred self-motion state if the self-motion maps for two behavioral sessions were significantly positively correlated (99th percentile of random shuffled distribution). Self-motion maps from two behavioral sessions and corresponding correlation values are shown for this example cell. Max firing rate is in maroon text. Top right, Some of the turn ϫ head direction cells, including this example, also anticipate movement (30%). Cross-covariance between preferred self-motion and cell activity revealed that this head direction-only cell anticipates right turns. This cell had a right turn preferred self-motion state so angular velocity was used. The positive correlation before time 0 indicates anticipation of a right turn by ϳ125 ms. Red horizontal lines denote the 95% confidence interval calculated from spike-jittered data for this same cell.
Cue light blink modulation in self-motion-only cells suggests that activity in these cells may be driven at least in part by visual input such as optic flow Next, we assessed modulation by the blinking of the cue light for self-motion-only and head direction-only cells. Surprisingly, a higher proportion of self-motion-only cells were modulated by the blinking of the cue light (33%) compared with cells that did not fall into any category (18%; 2 (1) ϭ 4.4, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 10) . A significantly smaller proportion of self-motion-only cells was modulated by the blinking of the cue light than cells with ECD properties ( 2 (1) ϭ 11.9, p Ͻ 0.001). Interestingly, some head direction-only cells were also modulated by the blinking of the cue light (five cells) and each of these cells also had self-motion properties. The modulation of cells with self-motion properties by the blinking of the cue light suggests that some of the selfmotion cells may derive their motion related firing at least in part from optic flow.
Finally, functional cell types are intermingled across the surface and depth of the PPC (Fig. 11) . The only exception is that head direction preferences may be organized in columns since similar head direction tuning was often recorded on the same tetrode at multiple depths (consistent with previous reports; Chen et al., 1994a; Harvey et al., 2012) . This intermixed anatomical arrangement suggests that inputs to PPC are not segregated (e.g., vestibular inputs to anterior PPC and visual inputs to posterior PPC). However, the intermixed anatomical arrangement is consistent with the idea that conjunctive cells are a combination of ECD-only and head direction-only cells (Figs. 1A, D) since intermixed cell types would be conducive to such a wiring arrangement.
Discussion
The results show that the PPC is tuned to both allocentric and egocentric reference frames. Two functional types of cells with ECD properties are described: cells that are conjunctive for ECD and head direction, which may be specialized for driving the execution of the appropriate behavioral response, and cells that have only ECD properties, which simply reflect the current egocentric position of the cue. This suggests that we have identified a specific cell type that may be responsible for the impaired orienting toward a goal that is observed following PPC lesions (Kolb et al., 1994; Save and Poucet, 2000) . Our findings are consistent with the role of the PPC for spatially orienting to establish trajec- Figure 10 . Self-motion-only cells are also modulated by the blinking of the cue light, suggesting that optic flow may be at least partially responsible for the activity of these cells. A, Four examples of self-motion-only cells (no cue or head direction properties) are shown. Top, Occupancy data and number of spikes are binned according to linear velocity (vertical axis) and head angular velocity (horizontal axis; positive head angular velocity corresponds to a right turn), then converted to firing rate. Cells were classified as having a preferred self-motion state if the self-motion maps for two behavioral sessions were significantly positively correlated (99th percentile of shuffled distribution). Max firing rate is in maroon. Bottom, Self-motion cells tended to be active either before the onset of movement (45%; e.g., columns 1-3) or simultaneously with the onset of movement (38%; e.g., column 4). Cross-covariance between preferred self-motion (e.g., for a forward motion cell like 3, linear velocity) and cell activity. HAV, head angular velocity; LV, linear velocity. Red horizontal lines denote the 95% confidence interval calculated from spike time-jittered cross-covariances for the same cell. B, Some cells with self-motion-only properties (31%) were modulated by the blinking of the cue light. This suggests that optic flow may be at least partially responsible for the activity of these cells. Four examples are shown of light-modulated, self-motion-only cells. We noticed that for both self-motion and ECD light-modulated cells (Fig. 4) , sometimes light modulation is in phase and other times it is out of phase with the blinking of the light; however, we were unable to find any correspondence between this feature and any of the variables we assessed (e.g., anatomy, cell type).
tories to a goal; however, our results also suggest that the PPC may contribute to adjusting the trajectory while the rat is in motion (Fig.  7A # 2) . Interestingly, only the cells that are tightly coupled with the orienting response are also tuned to the world-centered reference frame. Thus, integration of egocentric and allocentric information may be critical for guiding normal goal directed locomotion.
The PPC may be part of a larger circuit that transforms from egocentric coordinates to allocentric coordinates for landmark-based navigation. Previous reports have suggested that some self-motion tuned cells in PPC have long latency (ϳ1 s) anticipatory activity; however, no explanation was offered for the surprisingly long latency anticipation (Whitlock et al., 2012 ). Here we propose a possible explanation for this long latency anticipatory activity. Conjunctive cells with long latency anticipatory activity are consistent with a role for the PPC in performing the initial translation from egocentric to allocentric coordinates as part of a larger circuit for landmark-based navigation. This large circuit may be linked closely with behavior but on a longer timescale (Fig. 7A # 1 and first " bump" approximately Ϫ1 s in the population data). Therefore, the conjunctive representations of ECD and head direction may support network-based coordinate transformations to ultimately produce the landmark vector cells that have been observed in rodent hippocampus (including the present paradigm; Fig. 2 ; Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013) , similar cells could allow animals to remember the position of a goal relative to the same landmark for vector-based trajectory computation by a variety of methods (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Collett et al., 1986; Cheng, 1988; Etienne and Jeffery, 2004; Etienne et al., 2004; McNaughton et al., 2006; Gibson and McGowan, 2014) .
The model for network-based coordinate transformation predicts that the population of conjunctive cue and head direction information is integrated to produce on-line representations of allocentric landmark position, then combined with distance information to produce landmark vector cells (i.e., gain fields for allocentric landmark position and distance; . Therefore, we looked for cells encoding allocentric landmark position and distance to the goal in the PPC and found a very small number of cells that may encode in these reference frames; however, they were not reliable enough to make a claim. Alternatively, such cells may exist downstream of the PPC. One route for such information transfer to the hippocampus may be the retrosplenial cortex, which receives dense projections from the PPC (Reep et al., 1994) , and projects to the entorhinal cortex (Vogt and Miller, 1983; Jones and Witter, 2007) . Thus, allocentric landmark position may be integrated and combined with distance information in the retrosplenial cortex, entorhinal cortex, or hippocampus. Alternatively, distance information may exist in the PPC but in a different form that would be difficult to assess with our task. It is possible that the route modulated cells in PPC described previously (Nitz, 2012) may convey information about distance traveled from a landmark (e.g., start location) along a route.
The anticipatory activity observed in self-motion cells may represent part of this same circuit. It is interesting to speculate that, since some of our cell types appear to be prospectively encoding subsequent behavior with varying latencies, under certain conditions, we may see sequences of cell activity, similar to previous reports (Harvey et al., 2012) . For example, it may be that ECD-only cells inform the position of the cue light, then conjunctive cells anticipate orienting toward the goal, and finally selfmotion cells anticipate completion of the orienting response and onset of acceleration toward the target. Thus, the self-motion cells may represent a final translation from egocentric coordinates to self-motion-based coordinates. . Electrode and cell-type placement. A, Nissl-stained coronal sections showing the marking lesion from a tetrode in rat 3 (black arrowhead). This tetrode tract is an example of the most medial tetrode placement and demonstrates that recordings did not encroach on the retrosplenial cortex. Scale bar, 1 mm. B, Approximate tetrode depth (micrometers) from cortical surface at time of recording for conjunctive (Conj.; orange ϩ), ECD-only (black x), self-motion-only (gray E) cells, and head direction-only (HD) cells (blue Ⅺ). C, Coronal sections throughout the anterior (top) to posterior (bottom) extent of the rat PPC (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) color coded by rat (7 tracts for rat 1 in red, 5 tracts for rat 2 in blue, 11 tracts for rat 3 in green, and 16 tracts for rat 4 in orange). Each tract indicates the profile for a tetrode that recorded at least one putative pyramidal cell in the PPC during the random lights task. Distance posterior to bregma is listed for each slice (lower right). V2L, secondary visual cortex, lateral area; V2ML, mediolateral area; V2MM, mediomedial area; PtA, parietal association cortex. D, Placement of conjunctive (orange ϩ), ECD-only (black x), self-motion-only (gray E), and head direction-only (blue Ⅺ) cells shown on a surface view in the horizontal plane (outlines indicate the 95% confidence interval for each region; adapted from Zilles, 1985) . Inset shows magnified region of recording locations from the right hemisphere and demonstrates that functional cell types are not segregated into different anatomical regions. Oc2MM, occipital cortex, area 2, mediomedial part; Oc2ML, occipital cortex, area 2, mediolateral part; Oc2L, occipital cortex, area 2, lateral part; Oc1M, occipital cortex, area 1, monocular part; RSA, agranular retrosplenial cortex; HL, hindlimb area.
A potential concern is that given the stereotyped nature of our task and the specific self-motion modulation of cells in PPC it is important to be cautious when interpreting response patterns, including ECD properties of cells. For example, if the rat always turned to the right when a cue light was in the same egocentric cue position, this could produce a spurious ECD response profile. However, such spurious effects are not driving the ECD responses we observed, because of the following reasons. (1) Our criteria for ECD cells are stringent; cells must have a significant Rayleigh and be stable across maze sessions. (2) The tuning width of some ECD cells is very narrow (Figs. 3A # 1, 7B) . (3) Each cue light position was chosen at random from 31 possible positions; therefore, it is unlikely that a cue light would be in the same position when the rat executed the specific behavior. (4) Some ECD plots have a second peak that corresponds to the motion modulation, which is distinct from the larger ECD peak (e.g., ECD-only cell on Fig. 6 has a large ECD peak at Ϫ140 and a small self-motion peak near zero corresponding to the high linear velocity self-motion preference of this cell; see also Fig. 7A # 2) . (5) It is difficult to conceptualize how some self-motion states could produce spurious ECD tuning, for example, deceleration tuned ECD cells (Fig. 4B # 1-2) . (6) ECD cells are significantly more likely than self-motion-only cells to be modulated by the blinking of the cue light. (7) Finally, all ECD data shown in the paper excluded long relatively still periods, and if we generate ECD plots for these long relatively still periods, ECD encoding remains unchanged (mean shift in ECD tuning Ϯ SD ϭ 7.7°Ϯ 5.3°; range ϭ 0.5°-16.3°; Fig. 12 ).
The primate PPC has also been conceptualized to be part of a circuit that transforms signals from different sensory modalities for motor planning and action (Xing and Andersen, 2000) . The short latency anticipatory activity for conjunctive cells is consistent with this theory (Fig. 7A # 3 and second "bump" at lag Ϫ175 ms in the conjunctive cell population data on E). Thus, the PPC may integrate current sensory information (e.g., visual position of a target) for translation into a behavioral orienting response. While limitations in rodent eye movements (3-10°for eye movements that are not accompanied by head movements as part of a coherent orienting response; Meier and Dieringer, 1993; Wallace et al., 2013) limit the scope of studies in rodents, our data does suggest that the egocentric cue position cells we described here may be analogous to the retinal ϫ eye position gain fields that have been described in nonhuman primates (Robinson et al., 1978) . Modeling studies suggest to the retinal ϫ eye position gain fields would be well suited for coordinate transformation to execute targeted reaching in primates (Zipser and Andersen, 1988; Salinas and Abbott, 1995) . It is interesting to speculate that a motion-based reference frame (self-motion cells that also anticipate movement), may be the final step in these coordinate transformations in the rodent (McNaughton et al., 1994; Whitlock et al., 2012) . Advances in recording, imaging, and virtual reality systems for rodents and in recording and imaging from freely moving primates should enable future studies to examine these initial findings in greater detail so that similarities and differences between rodents and primates can be better understood.
Analogous to the conjunctive ECD and head direction cells described here, representations of conjunctive combinations of current head direction and head angular velocity for continuous updating of head direction have been described in rodents (Skaggs et al., 1995; Sharp et al., 2001a; McNaughton et al., 2006) . Similarly, eye-head, eye-world, and eye-hand centered gain fields have been reported in nonhuman primates, which may be involved in the coordinate transformation necessary for locating and reaching or orienting to targets (Andersen et al., 1985; Xing and Andersen, 2000; Bremner and Andersen, 2012) . Current data suggest that the primate system may be more specialized for orienting the eyes, head, and limbs in reference to the head, body, Figure 12 . ECD cells are not an artifact of motion-related firing. Firing rate for ECDs (blue bars; 6°bins) for four example cells with ECD properties. For ECD plots long relatively motionless periods were removed to prevent the influence of a confounding variable while the cue light remained in a similar position (left). However, since most cells with ECD properties are also modulated by specific motion states and our task has a stereotyped component, this suggested a possible confound. Specifically, the cells preferred self-motion state might tend to occur when the cue light was in the same position. In addition to the points described in the Discussion, to further rule out the possibility that self-motion-related firing produced spurious ECD profiles, we analyzed the data segments we had previously excluded, the long relatively still periods. Of the 60 cells with ECD properties 18 had occupancy in at least 90% of the bins for this still-only analysis. These 18 cells were collected from two rats, 7 were conjunctive cells, and 11 were ECD-only cells. Removing periods of movement had no effect on the ECD profiles (right). Further, the mean ECD (i.e., tuning) for the firing rate vector for all 18 cells that were included in this analysis was essentially identical for still only versus moving only data 7.7°Ϯ5.3°(mean shift in ECD tuning Ϯ SD; range ϭ 0.5°to 16.3°).
and world (Andersen et al., 1985; Xing and Andersen, 2000; Hay and Redon, 2006; Byrne and Crawford, 2010; Bremner and Andersen, 2012) , while the rat system may be more specialized for mapping route progression and orienting the body for navigation through space (Kolb et al., 1994; Nitz, 2006 Nitz, , 2012 Whitlock et al., 2012) . This suggests a functional specialization in the primate evolution (but see, Sato et al., 2006; Vass and Epstein, 2013) . However, it remains to be seen if there is truly a large distinction in PPC function or if experimental conditions and research focus have concealed similarities and artificially widened the gap.
